
Math 1 Changes 2018-2019
Note that the numbers below refer to the 2018–2019 edition, unless followed by a (‘17) in
which case they refer to the 2017–2018 edition.

9 reworded question
10 changed to jacket and pants, changed quantity to one of each
11 changed “previous problem” to “#10”
27 global change light year to light-year including reference section
33 changed profitable to income
48 changed to nearest tenth, updated answer key
92 corrected error in answer key
107 reworded “what happens to expression in part (c) ...”
120 changed to let x represent tickets sold in advance ...
141 moved from #142(’17)
142 moved from #141(’17)
166 removed next odd integer changed language to match #173
204 used months that would not be mistaken for names of people
238 reworded
252 reworded
274 changed |x + 3| to |x + 2| and moved from problem #276(’17)
339 reworded to explicitly reference the graph problem #33
356 fixed answer key
365 italicized variability, revised definition in reference section
357 fixed typo
386 three significant figures in table, reworded (d) to read “we define the median ...,”

fixed answer key
392 reworded last sentence and question
410 three significant figures, also added “widths of weight classes are equal...,”

added “differences that you see in Riley’s and Rory’s histograms.”
423 fixed incorrect problem reference in commentary
437 Reworded to combine problem #438(’17) into this problem
467 removed italics from light-year, appears earlier
492 added “widths of your classes are equal ...”
493 revised percentile of a data set to match definition used on SAT
494 fixed typo, revised definition of quartile in reference section.
519 italicized box plot and added box plot and box and whisker plot to reference section
567 added commas
568 fixed typo and answer key
583 fixed answer key
585 reworded, italicized center and added definition to reference section
588 removed multiplication dot from part (e)
598 removed multiplication dot from parts (b) and (c) added parenthesis to part (c)
599 NEW continuation of #598
605 reworded question to refer specifically to #591(’17)
629 removed request to sketch box plot and added “because the tail is on the right...”
636 changed answer key part (d) to be in exact form
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641 #606(’17) moved to page 72, reworded question to refer specifically to #605(’17).
650 added “Using a graphing tool ...”
660 changed spread to variability
661 added “assuming the hands of the clock move at constant speed ...”
673 changed spread to variability, reworded to preserve formatting
676 fixed typo in answer key.
682 added “at both ...”
697 changed spread to variability
728 Revised substantially. Removed everything after the first sentence.

Added “The box plots below ...,” added “Which box plots ...,”
added “What information ...,” added “How do the box plots ....”
Also added two box plots which represent the data.

771 reworded
789 added hyphen, changed middle to center, gender neutral pronouns
796 fixed typo
815 reworded parts (a) and (b)
832 removed number line and reworded question to ask for inequalities
838 added “Use factoring and no technology...”
869 changed to mph
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